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We help clients understand customer needs and behaviors using our market approach and
develop actionable segmentation from the resulting insights. We help clients define the target
customer —the area of distinct advantage over competitors—to inform business decisions and
investment allocation. We help firms break down barriers to innovation and improve ongoing
customer-led product development so their value proposition is differentiated and meets
customer needs.
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TRAÇOS & REFLEXÕES EXHIBITION

VISUAL ART 
Exhibition Aspects and Reflections

The exhibition Aspects and 
Refletion it was inspired  by artists
who survive in his daily life the
theme of drawings on joys and
sadness, family, leituras, you
conquer, creativity, mistakes,
friendly and enemy, the human
being and the urbane life, scenery
what they compose part of the line
of the time that the artist
permeia.em average to his work.

For Display of Art Aspects and
Reflections were prepared works
based on different reflections and
great art.

What permeates the theme of the
Display is the critical reflection of
each artist on the current times,
which, through his illustrations,
share with the public his glance and
his existences. The works were
produced with acrylic, oil on fabrics,
photography and graphite.

The artists observe a discreet reflex
in which the social reflections found
are of as different as possible ones.

The show aspects and Reflections
stands out for his differentiated
character of the display because of
going very much besides the artistic
work, she overdoes.
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The event will tell of an exhibition of copies of the collection of the images of the artist that
they make part of the heap of the department of arts performáticas of Lincoln Center and of
Public Library of New York, and also of the artists' participation that they will pay a tribute to
Carmen Miranda through the dramatized presentations of his songs that were made eternal in
the imaginary one of the popular Brazilian and international collection of songs.

Hamilton Tescarollo, professor of piano and director of keyboard studies at Purdue University
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Fort Wayne, will perform a solo piano recital featuring Bach/Busoni's Chaconne, Haydn's
Sonata in C Major, Hob. XVI:50, Chopin's Fantasy in F Minor and second Impromptu, and works
by Brazilian composers Camargo Guarnieri, Osvaldo Lacerda, Ernesto Nazareth, Henrique
Oswald, and Heitor Villa-Lobos. R.S.V.P. to jonesg@pfw.edu (free admission).

Quaternaglia Guitar Quartet
Friday, March 6, 2020, at 7:30 PM

Leonard Nimoy Thalia at Peter Norton Symphony Space, 2537 Broadway at 95th Street, New
York City

The acclaimed Brazilian ensemble, offering a striking mix of original pieces and bold
arrangements by top composers of Brazil and beyond

“Among the elite of the guitar quartets … melodically and rhythmically vital, virtuosic and exciting,
individually beautiful in sound.” — Soundboard
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CONSULATE GENERAL OF BRAZIL

The Consulate General of Brazil in New York is a
sponsor of the exhibition  "Tarsila do Amaral:
Inventing Modern Art In Brazil" 

info@sulacosta.com + 55 61 3045-6949

The Armory Show features leading international galleries, innovative artist commissions, and
dynamic public programs.

Sula Costa |  Costa Consult ing Co

COSTA CONSULTING CO works in the creation of strategic and tactical actions to reach the
objectives and results of the business of its customers. We have experience in understanding

what we need, what we serve, in addition to pointing out the needs of each client and
evaluating the proposals. Therefore, COSTA CONSULTING CO works based on the following

fundamentals: knowing what is needed; know how to ask and know how to evaluate the
solutions presented. Best Regards

Sula Costa Executive Director
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